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About This Software

ESEA is a third party matchmaking program that uses the industry leading anti-cheat (ESEA Client) to protect matches for
CS:GO and TF2. ESEA currently has PUGs, Scrims, 5d3b920ae0

Title: ESEA
Genre: Utilities
Developer:
ESEA
Publisher:
ESEA
Release Date: 8 Jul, 2016

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista Service Pack 2

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Additional Notes: Us
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Premium, overpriced and toxic 11/10. Like many others have said, they charge for a service where trolls can troll away and no
action is taken and serious players get banned for kicking the troll. They are not monitoring the service, no reason to pay for
what you can get free on faceit for example. They really need to add a reason for us to pay and service and non-monitored
experiences can get just as bad as in MM, which is free at least. I've stopped playing when the number of trolls grew. I'm not
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talking "that dude that got upset after losing X rounds in a row and started trolling". No, i'm taking pre-game " you, i will lose
this game" type of dude. Round 1 he flashes and shoots us. Everybody is asking me(i had the highest karma) to kick him, so i
do. I get banned for 1 month. Good bye ESEA, unless you fixlike that you won't be getting any money from people who are
serious about this.. Taking forever to find a match! ( ASIA South Korea ). Not actually free to play or even try. - No way I'd
trust ESEA after the bitcoin scandal involving them in 2013. - They don't encrypt your account password. It's stored and sent in
plain text. - A history of their admins being abusive and banning people for unacceptable reasons. - Their anti-cheat software
will always be running in the background. - In their EULA, you agree that they are allowed to monitor, collect, and report
information from your computer. - Albeit their anti-cheat software is incredibly intrusive, it's not that great. - It's not worth $9 /
month, just play Prime MM (or FACEIT or CEVO).. Pros: - ESEA Cons: - ESEA. this ingdoesn't work i bought premium but it
still doesn't register that i have so i can't log in to ESEA. Love the bitcoin miner so useful on my rags to riches quest. Tired of
playing Matchmaking with toxic players and cheaters in servers testing your internet luck to shot in the right place?, stuck in a
rank due to your teamates are casual kids and they don't take the game a bit serious?. Then pay less than 7 dlls and you will see
the difference between the players and severs, the servers are much better (128 tick) and there are less toxic players but with
more skill level; not all toxic people have 7 dlls to pay monthly, right?. Recommended!.. Free to pay

ESEA Website Redesign : ESEA has improved leaps and bounds over the last years with a redesigned ESEA Client and shocked
the cheating underground with the most advanced anti-cheating technology updates including detecting hardware cheats. At the
same time, we have released industry first updates such as .Clips that allows you to share your favorite highlights with a simple
in-game command and leaderboards allowing players to track their own advanced statistics. Additionally, weve recently created
new Rank Leaderboards and doubled our pug prizes for players across every level from Ranks A through D up to $160,000 a
year! Today we are happy to bring you the first iteration of our next big project: redesigning the ESEA website! This initial
launch brings a more modern feel to parts of our website, while adding to its existing functionality. However, we are far from
finished. We intend to continue updating high interest pages on the website in order to create a more seamless browsing
experience, as well as provide more depth to specific features. Stay tuned for more to come! We would love to hear what you
think about the redesign, including features you would like to see added moving forward, constructive criticism regarding
current changes, or any bugs that you may encounter. We are always looking for ways to improve your experience, so please let
us know via the forums or a suggestion support ticket! Complete details on the website redesign project and additional updates
can be found on the ESEA Blog linked below. ESEA Blog [blog.esea.net]
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